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Abstract 

Earlier we had reviewed on the different classification methods of Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) ,the work 

of Sir –Petermann     and Ibanez group in prepubarchal girls in PCOS and correlation with antimullerian hormone 

(AMH) amounts and different forms of therapy in PCOS].Here we tried to review the newer aspects of AMH 

association with PCOS pathophysiology ,its role and interaction with androgens,FSH,LH,their receptors besides 

influence of invention of AMH receptor2 (AMHR 2) ,the influence of AMH on hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal(H-

P-G) axis influencing Gonadotropin releasing hormone(GnRH) physiology ,gonadotrope function  as well as  its 

role in transgenerational transmission of PCOS. Thus here we conducted a systematic review with regards to role 

of AMH in replacing the USG in PCOS and its pathophysiology in contributing to PCOS. We utilized  search 

engine pubmed,google scholar ;web of science ;embase;  Cochrane   review  library  utilizing  the MeSH terms  

like PCOS;AMH; Rotterdam criteria; Insulin resistance ; hypothalamic-pituitary  -gonadal(H-P-G) axis influence 

;animal studies ;human studies; transgenerational transfer of PCOS ;effects of exaggerated prenatal androgens 

on offspring; Role of Vitamin D from  1990’s  to 2021 till date. We found a total of 600 articles out of which we 

selected 71 articles for this review. No meta-analysis was done. Here we discuss the various points in detail 

utilizing clinical experiments along with animal studies to validate the posits .Besides the lot of research avenues 

opened up a lot of exciting development might be in the pipeline, i.e. the generation of AMRH2 antagonists which 

might aid in the selection of a dominant follicle (DF) without the need for ovarian stimulation and hence financial 

burden along with risk of ovarian hyper stimulation syndrome (OHSS) gets circumvented. 
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1.Introduction 

Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is the commonest 

endocrine aberration in women from childbearing age that 

becomes the commonest aetiology of hyperandrogenism 

(HA) as well as     oligoanovulation (OA) resulting in 

infertility [1].The properties of PCOS are an escalated 

amount of ovarian follicles at all growing stages [2, 3].This 

escalation is Specifically observed in the preantral as well 

as     small antral follicles. Intriguingly, it is exactly  these 

follicles that are basically responsible for generation of 

antimullerian hormone (AMH)[4].Liberation of AMH 

from the granulosa cells(GC) of the antral follicles   results 

in serum  amounts that we can measure as well as     these 

amounts have demonstrated to be associated with the 

numbers of generating follicles within the ovaries. The 

generation of sensitive assays has aided in measurement of 

the serum AMH as well as     its amounts was observed to 

be2-4 times > in PCOS women in contrast to healthy 

women. This escalated serum AMH amount was earlier 

believed to be proportional to the escalated stock of 

preantral as well as     small antral follicles within the PCO 

[5]. Additionally,   it could occur secondary to escalated 

generation of AMH/follicle [6], in view of the intrinsic 

characteristics of GC’s in PCO.Earlier we had reviewed on 

the different classification methods of PCOS, the work of 

Sir –Petermann     and Ibanez group in prepubarchal girls 

in PCOS and correlation with AMH amounts and different 

forms of therapy in PCOS [7-10]. Thus here we conducted 

a systematic review with regards to role of AMH in 

replacing the USG in PCOS and its pathophysiology in 

contributing to PCOS. 

Methods 

We utilizing search engine pubmed, google scholar ;web 

of science ;embase;  Cochrane   review  library  utilizing  

the MeSH terms  like PCOS;AMH; Rotterdam criteria; 

Insulin resistance ; hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal(H-P-

G)  axis influence ;animal studies ;human studies; 

transgenerational                 transfer of PCOS;   effects  of  

exaggerated prenatal androgens on offspring; Role of  

Vitamin D   from  1990’s  to 2021 till date. 

Results 

We found a total of 600 articles out of which we selected 71 

articles for this review. No meta-analysis was done. This 

escalation  in serum AMH amounts  in PCOS fascinated  the 

PCOS specialists  who observed it as a method of avoiding 

the heterogeneity  of the Ultrasonography(USG) detailing of 

PCO morphology (PCOM),utilized to  detail  as well as     

define PCOS.Actualy the antral follicle count(AFC) is based 

on the kind of material utilized .Certain investigators 

evaluated the diagnostic  significance  of the serum AMH 

assay  in the form of surrogate to the follicles numbers per 

ovary(FNPO)[reviewed in 11].Ultimately marking the 

escalated amounts of antral follicles in women with 

PCOS.This AMH assay  might soon obviate/ as well as     or 

finish the USG ovarian morphology criterias utilized  for  

diagnosing   PCOS[12].Apart from its significance   for 

diagnosis ,the observation of an escalated  serum AMH 

amount in PCOS   has initiated main pathophysiological   

problems. Firstly  significance has been given to its positive  

correlation  with HA[5[II)Further studies have documented 

an association with PCOS phenotypes, the way definition has 

been given by the Rotterdam’s criteria((phenotype A; 

amenorrhea or oligomenorrhea+HA+ Polycystic ovary 

morphology (PCOM) ;B- amenorrhea or 

oligomenorrhea+HA; then phenotype C is  HA + Polycystic 

ovary morphology (PCOM) as well as     phenotype D 

amenorrhea or oligomenorrhea+PCOM).Maximum serum 

AMH amounts    are observed  to be in phenotype A[13].On 

the other hand mean AMH amounts  were observed to be 

lesser  in hyperandrogenic  but    eumenorrheic  

subjects(phenotype C) in contrast to     those presenting with 

amenorrhea or oligomenorrhea[14],despite them not  

possessing escalated androgens(phenotype D[15].This could 

imply  that the escalated AMH amounts     represents a  

hallmark of a GC  dysfunction which  has a key part in the 

anovulation of  PCOS,despite other attributors  like 

hyperandrogenism as well as     /or escalated LH liberation  

along with/or hyperinsulinism[16]. Other than the autocrine  

part of AMH in the impairment  of GCs of PCO ,the  recent 

finding  of  the  AMH  receptor  in a considerable  subset  of 

the only     study         till    now  could  not   verify  this  posit. 
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GnRH neurons points to probable extragonadal  actions of 

AMH in the hypothalamic-pituitary  -gonadal(H-P-G) 

axis[17],which might get accelerated  in PCOS.Ultimately 

,recent results  point that AMH might be implicated in the 

epigenetic reprogramming  which is now thought to be the 

major mode  that results in PCOS at puberty   as well as       

adulthood[18]. 

 

2. How AMH is implicated in the abnormal 

Folliculogenesis in PCOS 

2.1. Is there overexpression of AMH at the Follicular 

level? 

The posit of a part for AMH in the Follicular   impairment 

of PCOS presumes that the expression of this hormone is 

accelerated within every follicle as well as      /or that its 

signalling     pathways are exaggerated. It is tough to 

illustrate in vivo since the escalation of growing ovarian 

follicles up to the stage of small antral follicles) in PCOS 

ladies [2], becomes an additive factor. Actually this by 

itself could reason out the escalation of AMH amounts 

since it is these follicles which physiologically liberate 

AMH [19]. Additionally,  an  association  has further been 

illustrated with among plasma AMH amounts  as well as       

the extra 2-5mm of antral follicles on USG[5].Hence it has 

been taken that the  escalation in granulosa mass  in view 

of the escalation of growing follicles offers a reasoning  

that partly  the escalated amount  of AMH in PCOS  

ladies[11,20]. 

Without ruling out the initial one another reasoning 

offered might be an escalated liberation  of AMH that is 

intrinsic to these developing follicles of PCOS  

ladies[6,21].Certain publications documented a significant 

escalation in the AMH/AFC ratio in PCOS  ladies in 

contrast to women displaying asymptomatic  USG PCO 

appearance as well as       non PCO controls[4,22].This 

points to a probable overexpression  of AMH by the 

granulosa cells from antral follicles in PCOS  ladies.  Akin 

to this Pellatt etal.[23], documented in vitro in GC cultures  

obtained  from  oophorectomy  specimens  that  the AMH 

amounts  in  the  culture  media   was  4fold  greater      in  

Normoovulatory PCOS ladies as well as      75 fold greater in 

an ovulatory PCOS    ladies in contrast to GCs from control 

ladies. Further Das etal. [24], in  in vivo  studies emphasized 

that AMH amounts in follicular fluid  of 4-8 mm antral 

follicles was 5 fold greater, not related to any ovarian 

hyperstimulation(OHS) setting . Escalated transcription of the 

AMH gene  was illustrated by Catteau-Jonard et al.[25], along 

with its receptor  by quantitative RT-PCR on partly luteinized  

GCs acquired at the time of oocyte pick up(OPU) for IVF in 

PCOS women in contrast to control ladies. The escalated 

transcription was observed in selected intermediate sized (8-

13 mm mean  dia) as well as       larger chosen  DF’s (17-

22mean dia).This whole results point to escalated expression  

of AMH by the GCs  from women with PCOS,  possibly due 

to intrinsic impairment of these cells . 

       However this posit is not agreed on by all groups. No 

variation in transcription of AMH gene  or its receptor  was 

observed by Owens etal.[26],in the study they conducted 

where contrasting of  the expression of 13 genes  by 

quantitative PCR  by GC’s  from small, unstimulated antral 

follicles(on ovarian cortex  that had been sampled  for 

fertility preservation ) along with on partly luteinized 

GC’s(in patients undergoing in vitro  fertilization[IVF])from 

PCOS    ladies in contrast to GCs from control ladies. 

Conversely Dilaver et al.[27], observed no basal escalation  

in   AMH  expression in transcripts  in cultured human GC’s   

from  PCO in contrast to normal ovaries. Such findings 

however should be analyzed, considering the low amounts of 

AMH expression in cultured human GC’s   in vitro the small 

cohort of cases that were evaluated. 

At the Molecular level another method of reasoning might be 

an escalated stability of the messenger RNA secondary to the 

transcription of AMH gene   in the GC’s   from PCO women. 

Hence despite transcription of AMH gene    is not escalated, 

an accelerated  stability of the messenger RNA  could result 

in greater marked translational activity as well as        hence 

to an enhancement of AMH liberation. The extent of 

polyadenylation of the3’ untranslated region (3’UTR) of 

mRNA’s coding for AMH could be one of the reasoning.  

Nevertheless, the part of some    Micro RNA’s that are 

understood to be  inhibitors of the translation of Messenger 

RNA                             also                          might be quoted.  
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2.2. If True the Reason Behind    escalated generation 

of AMH by GC’s From PCOS Ovaries? 

Molecularly, no aberrations in the    AMH genes which 

might result in escalated transcription have got 

demonstrated. A full study series  suggest  how 

hyperandrogenism is responsible ,but altercation continues 

in view of the actual existence of this action  that might be 

direct or indirect .Controversial in vivo results in PCOS 

exist .A probable direct stimulatory  action of androgen   

on the  expression of AMH by GC’s was initially brought 

up on getting a positive association with  AMH along with 

androgen amounts  got documented in a lot of series of 

PCOS ladies[5,29,30]. Nevertheless, multiple  

confounding factors might participate , Specifically the 

positive action of androgen   on the     amount of growing 

ovarian  follicles  [31] as well as        hence on granulose 

mass.The delivery of androgens in the form of role of 

female-male transitions stimulated a   significant  

reduction in    AMH amounts   but this protocol  had GnRH 

agonists ,that might have led to confusing outcomes by 

reducing serum FSH   amounts .The reduction in serum 

AMH amounts    in PCOS ladies  getting high amounts of 

cyproterone acetate, that is a progestin possessing     robust 

ant gonadotropic  as well as        peripheral anti androgenic 

effect was not higher than when under other ant 

gonadotropic   drugs ,like estrogen –progesterone   

amounts [33,34]. Nevertheless, again serum FSH   

amounts are less in these settings. 

Akin to that in vitro experimental results are controversial. 

An androgen inhibiting action of androgens on the 

liberation of AMH by sertoli cells in men has been 

properly illustrated for last lot of yrs. [35].That high dose 

T was the one resulting in reduction in    AMH amounts    

from the GC’s of small bovine follicles was illustrated by 

Criosto etal. [36].Contradicting this Zhang etal. [37], 

documented that testosterone (T) led to an escalation in 

AMH mRNA’s amounts in GC’s from mouse antral 

follicles. No action in women has been illustrated by 

certain researchers of 5α dihydrotestosterone (DHT) on 

the expression of AMH in GC’s from control women, 

while       an escalation was    observed only in GC’s from 

PCOS ladies [38, reviewed in 39]. Dilaver et al.[27], 

further found  this dose based actions of DHT, where  that 

of T  was either positive  or nil as per its  amounts in the GC 

culture medium. Noticeably the conflicting outcomes among 

these studies regards to the actions of androgens  on 

expression of AMH might have been reasoned out by the large 

differences in the models  utilized (various animal species, 

cell types ,methods of evaluation).Furthermore the actions of 

androgens  has to be looked at  in the complicated Crosstalk 

they do with other significant players  at the GC’s level ,like 

FSH as well as       estradiol( E2),that differs as per the 

follicular stage  as well as          those  that are not considered 

in the experimental studies (figure1)[20]. 

 

Various studies point towards an indirect actions of 

androgens, through an escalation of the amount of FSH   

receptors (FSH   R) as well as       /or estradiol receptors(ER-

α).a lot of studies converge towards the facilitating effects of 

androgens   on the transcription as well as        translation of 

FSH R via genomic as well as        non-genomic     actions 

along with this actions is probably escalated in PCO (review 

in ref 20]. Ssubsequently ,the  stimulation of recombinant  

follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) on AMH expression 

which takes place in small growing follicles from normal 

ovaries would get amplified in PCO[40].This might take 

place till  no aromatase expression, since E2 inhibits   AMH 

expression via the receptors(ER-β)[41](figure1). 

 

This action might be dysfunctional in GC’s from PCO. 

Dilaver et al.[27], documented that abundant androgens 

escalated the ratio of ER-α/ ER-β causing an escalated AMH 

expression. The significance of relative expression amounts 

of    ER-α as well as        ER-β has been   demonstrated 

earlier[42].Recently a significant positive association   

among the ratio of ER-α/ ER-βtranscripts as well as        the 

amounts of AMH as well as        an escalation of ER-α in 

cultured transcripts in cultured GC’s from PCOS women. 

Nevertheless,, small growing follicles generate  minute  

amounts of  E2 as well as        this action of androgens via 

ER-α activation  may not be applicable in vivo. On the other 

hand  during the time of selection of antral follicles for 

dominance  as wel as   when activation of ER-β is the 

determining factor ,this action of androgens sustained AMH 

expression  may  be part of the  mode  resulting in  follicular 

arrest of PCOS.   
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2.3AMH Signalling Pathways in PCO-GC’s  

Besides the escalated AMH expression, the expression of 

type2  AMH receptors(AMHR2)is exaggerated in PCO-

GC’s[25,38].With the activation of AMHR2,a marked 

escalation in phosphorylation of SMAD 1,5,8 in the 

mouse[43], as well as        of SMAD5 in luteinized  human   

[44]  .Interestingly Dilaver et al.[27], illustrated recently  

in cultured GC’s from PCOS women, a dose based  

reduction in phosphorylation of SMAD 1,5,8(P- SMAD 

1,5,8)once AMH is existing, whereas surprisingly the 

amounts of transcripts of P-SMAD1,5,8 was escalated by 

roughly50% in controls (although not reached statistical 

significance).It is apparent that if the involvement of AMH 

Signalling Pathways in PCO are impaired ,it becomes 

asignificant issue ,although other further studies  are 

required, particularly  regarding the implication of 

SMAD’s that are inhibitory. 

2.4The impact of Escalated AMH on ovarian follicles, 

As per Stages 

i) Early follicular Development Is Slowed Following 

Escalated AMH 

This posit is dependent on the original work of Durlinger 

etal.[45].Once AMH was added to the cell culture media   

that possessed  follicles from knockout mice for the AMH 

gene, displayed  follicular development, even once FSH 

was existing ,pointing to an inhibitory action  of AMH on 

FSH based proliferation   of GC’s. 

Once there is a condition where high AMH exists like 

PCOS,a reduction of the initial FSH-sensitive follicular 

development could hence take place as well as        result 

in the collection of the amounts of developing follicles 

within the ovaries of these patients. Nevertheless, little 

data particular   to human species have validated this patho 

physiological posit [3]. 

ii) Escalated AMH reduces Apoptosis of GC’s in Small 

follicles 

Certain workers have pointed that AMH possesses an 

antiatretic action on developing follicles at the time of 

early follicular   recruitment [27, 46].         Certain  agents 

possessing  proapoptotic  activity like Vitamin D      as well 

as        leptin  might work by reducing  the AMHR2   

expression as well as        hence the anti-apoptotic  activity 

of AMH on GC’s[476. 

Little amount of data  are present in the literature for   PCOS 

ladies with regards to this, In the cell culture models  a lesser 

Apoptosis   rate  of  GC’s from preantral follicles was  

illustrated by Weber et al.[47], in contrast to controls .By 

immunochemistry GC’s from PCO  are lower  as well as        

get stained more often  for the markers of   Apoptosis as well 

as        anti-Apoptosis in contrast to  controls respectively 

[24,48].High AMH   amount  might be directly implicated in 

this event  ,that would end in   accumulation for later 

utilization  action [49],that aids in the  escalation in the 

amount of developing follicles in the PCOS. 

Lastly, once reaching menopause reaches PCOS ladies have 

significantly greater serum AMH amounts in contrast to non- 

PCOS ladies [50]. 

iii) Escalated AMH results in follicular arrest in large 

antral follicles 

This action occurs secondary to complicated Crosstalk 

among AMH, aromatase, ER’s as well as       probably LH 

(figure1) 

 AMH has been demonstrated to significantly reduce besides 

FSHR expression, ovarian aromatase [rev in 19]. 

Physiologically, this confers protection to small follicles 

from premature aromatase getting expressed. Once this 

protective action  becomes more than ,in view of its demands 

of its Physiological part, escalation as well as       /or since it 

persists for longer duration than needed ,it could result in a 

defect in the selection of the dominant  follicles 

(DF),resulting in what is labelled as ‘’follicular arrest ‘’.The 

explanation that AMH inhibits  the FSH-based factors 

essential  for dominance of follicles, gives a lot of 

significance  to the     escalated amount of   AMH in PCOS, 

thus making AMH a central actor in ’follicular arrest. In 

accordance with that it has been illustrated that before the DF 

emerges in case of anovulatory women with PCOS with the 

utilization of recombinant FSH has an antecedent significant 

decrease  in  serum                              amount of   AMH [51]. 
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Additionally,   various researchers have illustrated 

premature expression of Luteinizing hormone receptor 

(LHR) in GC’s from PCOS ladies. This has been pointed 

to be the main reason for the stoppage of follicular 

development, observed in PCOS ladies with anovulation 

[52]. Nevertheless, this posit doesn’t appear to be feasible 

since many other researchers  have recently illustrated a 

negative association among the AMH amounts in the 

follicular fluid  as well as        the expression of LHR in  

GC’s[53]. 

Iv Escalated AMH in follicles Differs as per the PCOS 

phenotype  

AMH overexpression/follicle might vary based on the 

PCOS phenotype. Hence as per certain researchers ,in a 

PCOS women’s population, the AMH/AFC ratio was 

significantly greater  in anovulation patients in contrast to 

the ones  possessing an ovulatory phenotype(phenotype C 

or asymptomatic USG PCO)[22,54].On the other hand 

,other researchers have illustrated  greater AMH amounts  

in hyperandrogenic  PCOS ladies irrespective of the 

ovulatory status[13,29].This query as regards to the 

differences in AMH expression    as per the PCOS 

phenotype is quite complicated  since the principal 

component  evaluation has demonstrated that the markers 

of HA as  well  as  OA have a close association[30]. 

Nevertheless, once both HA as well as anovulation get 

statistically contrasted with escalated AMH, the 

correlation is significant with anovulation, while the HA 

would just be an additive factor to that of the latter [23]. 

Hence escalated AMH in GC’s from PCOS would take 

place secondary to HA indirectly as well as would be 

implicated in the exaggerated follicles of PCO along 

withfollicular arrest in anovulatory patients. 

3. How AMH Disrupts Gonadotropin Regulation in 

PCOS  

High LH amount is observed in 50%of PCOS ladies, with 

a greater prevalence in women without any metabolic 

dysfunction [55].  This occurs due to the   exacerbation of 

frequency of GnRH liberation, which certain researchers 

think is secondary to the negative   feedback failing in view 

of      prenatal    hypothalamus    getting         exposed    to 

Androgens [56].On the other hand, mean FSH amounts are 

lesser in contrast to controls in case of a lot of publications 

with no conclusive reasoning till now. Both processes result 

in an escalation in the LH/ FSH ratio that was utilized as a 

diagnostic measure earlier, but got given up as it was very 

insensitive. MH might be implicated in the Disruption of   

Gonadotropin function Regulation. 

3.1. Existence of a Positive association Among AMH and 

LH 

Serum amounts of AMH and LH possess a Positive 

association in PCOS ladies [57].This association has been 

demonstrated to be independent of Serum androgens along 

with FSH amounts [51]. 

Whether any causal association exists in this correlation has 

continued to be a subject of debate. Certain authors say, the 

etiology would be the great amounts of LH which might 

activate AMH liberation as well as     expression as 

demonstrated by certain researchers in vitro from luteinized   

granulosa cells [23, 58]. Nevertheless, in vivo GC’s 

expression of    LHR is late ,while  AMH generation   starts 

in primary follicles  as well as     peaks  prior to   LHR 

expression [4].In another way, recent experimental results 

point that   AMH possesses greater probability  of 

extragonadal actions  as well as      Specifically possesses the 

capacity of escalation of GnRH neuronal activity.Cimino et 

al.[17], demonstrated that almost 50% of GnRH neurons 

(both murine along with from adult human) possessed 

particular receptors for AMH type2(AMHR2).Various in 

vitro   as well as     in vivo   experiments  in combination 

illustrated that AMH  escalated the pulsatile liberation of 

GnRH based LH via a central effect .Actually electro 

physiological experiments have documented that exogenous 

AMH  escalated the GnRH neuronal activity of the 

GnRHneuron, Nevertheless, this might be an indirect effect 

,since AMHR2 has a wide distribution in the hypothalamus, 

thus a synergism in action of other cell kinds ,aiding  in 

escalation of GnRH liberation can’t be ruled out[rev in 

59].Akin to that Barbotine etal.[59], illustrated that in  vivo     

delivery  of  AMH  (intracerebroventricular)  was followed 

by  a dose-based  escalation in LH liberation as well as     

pulsatility .Finally ,the escalation in AMH  amounts would  

result  in a chain  reaction; i.e.  greater             liberation  via 
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hypothalamic neurons for GnRH liberation, which would 

thus escalate the liberation as well as     pulsatility of LH 

by the anterior pituitary gland. 

AMH also possesses the capability of acting at the 

pituitary level as well as     regulate the gonadotropic cell 

activity. Recently it got documented that the expression of 

mouse as well as     human AMHR2  gene in Gonadotropic  

cell is controlled by GnRH[60].Actually utilization of 

LβT2 cells ,Hall etal.[61], demonstrated that GnRH 

liberated  at a high frequency (1pulse/30’) escalated 

AMHR2 expression by the Gonadotropic  cell, whereas  if 

at lesser frequency (1pulse/2 hr ) did not  have any action. 

Nevertheless, the involvement of control of AMHR2 from 

the pituitary working as a function of GnRH pulsatility has 

to be   demonstrated in humans, particular in PCOS. 

These outcomes evoke the posit that  the extragonadal 

effect of AMH could  be at the initiation of ,or aid to the 

vicious cycle  of neuroendocrine  as well as     gonadal 

control impairment that are seen in PCOS. 

3.2. Existence of a Negative association Among AMH 

and FSH-A Complicated issue 

For long it has been demonstrated that low to normal  FSH  

exists in  PCOS[61],even  ssubsequent to adjusting the 

body mass index(BMI) as well as     the no of2-9 

follicles[13].Various studies have documented a Negative 

association among  AMH and FSH amounts [5,51], 

Nevertheless, no crisp reasoning  has been given thus far.It 

is not possible  that this points  to a Negative action  of 

FSH on AMH generation. Actually the converse is pointed  

by conditions of gonadotropic  deficiency  in which AMH 

amounts  are reduced as well as     escalates under 

endogenous FSH[62].These controversial  results   

demonstrate the complicated association Among  AMH 

and FSH which might work at the ovarian as well as    /or 

hypothalamic-pituitary  levels  as well as     that might 

differ  as per the disease state .In case of PCOS,Dewally 

etal.[39], posited  that by escalating the frequency of  

GnRH,an escalated AMH amount would escalate the 

pituitary liberation of LH at the cost of FSH[63]. Greater 

emphasis   has to    be       put                on this     problem. 

Hence newer experimental outcomes point that AMH is 

implicated in the neuroendocrine disruption in PCOS, 

Nevertheless, no human literature is present till date for 

verification of this posit. 

4. Implication of escalation in AMH in the 

Transgenerational Transmission of PCOS 

In 2000’s the posit of prenatal   programming of PCOS in 

association with gestational HA was first pointed [64]. 

Subsequent to this invention ,various studies validated in 

different animal models  that high T amounts at the time of 

pregnancy  could result in the PCOS phenotype  manifesting 

in mouse ,ewe  as well as nonhuman primate models[rev in 

56,65].The posit of androgen associated prenatal   

programming in PCOS Ladies is corroborated by a full series  

of studies[18],but the initiation of this gestational HA is still 

not clear till now. 

Recent studies point that AMH might be implicated in this 

event. Circulating AMH  amounts  are greater in pregnant 

women  with PCOS in contrast to  those with normal 

fertility[66] as well as     are associated  with androgen 

amounts  [67].These outcomes  hence point that AMH at 

relatively high amounts during pregnancy by itself  be 

instrumental in programming of  PCOS. Experimental, 

verification  was done regards to this[66].Tata 

etal.[66],showed that the injection of bioactive type of 

AMH(AMHc)into mice in late pregnancy ,resulted in the 

manifestation of HA PCOS  phenotype in the offspring in 

adulthood .This model known as  PAMH,high AMH  

amounts   during pregnancy caused greater pulsatility of 

GnRH as well as     LH,that  resulted in  gestational HA. 

Escalated maternal LH alone or with AMH would further 

result in reduction in placental aromatase, escalating 

maternal bioavailable T as well as     resulting in fetal 

exposure of androgen abundance. This would stimulate a 

cascade within the offspring resulting in escalation in 

hypothalamic neuronal excitability .In adult offspring, mice 

demonstrate an escalated excitatory afferents causing an 

escalation in the excitability of GnRH neuron. In adult 

offspring, mice display an escalated excitatory afferents   that 

result in an   escalation in the excitability of GnRH neuron. 

This GnRH hyperactivity then activates ovarian 

steroidogenesis as well as taking part in the      vicious cycle 
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Seen in PCOS by decreasing the Negative feedback of E2 

as well as     progesterone (P) on LH.Prenatal therapy with 

a GnRH antagonist in PAMH mice avoids the occurring of 

the conditions earlier revealed in offsprings [66]. Tata etal. 

[66], thus illustrated that there is major part of GnRH 

through AMH in the in utero programming event that 

causes the neuroendocrine aberrations typical of PCOS 

occurring in the offspring. 

Lastly it has to be realized that the new PAMH mouse 

model  points that maternal HA seen in PCOS is due to 

central effect of AMH on GnRH  as well as     LH  aiding 

in an escalation of  ovarian steroidogenesis as well as    an 

inhibition  of placental aromatase expression, resulting in 

escalation of   Bioavailability[66].Agreeing with that  

continuous delivery of P450 aromatase Inhibitor 

stimulated  PCOS with a metabolic and endocrine 

phenotype  in female rats  at adult age[67].Inhibition of 

placental aromatase expression might be the main mode  in 

the  in utero  programming of PCOS since serum maternal 

androgens as  well  as  LH amounts are not that much 

escalated as in PAMH mice  .A reduction in placental 

aromatase has efficaciously been seen  in PCOS ladies  

who have had child birth[68].Thus mice studies  offer 

significant newer  ways that need to be verified in women 

,as the mouse model  is periovulatory  as well as    can’t 

get superimposed in human situation with perfection. 

Thus maternal escalated AMH might be one of the 

etiologies for in utero programming of PCOS, for certain 

subset of PCOS patients at least. 

5.Conclusions 

Further in a study conducted by Sahmay et al. [69] the 

prevalence of IR was 45%. The prevalence of IR was 57% 

in women with BMI ≥ 25. Serum AMH levels were not 

significantly different among women with and without 

IR.(n=293total) Also, HOMA-IR values were not 

significant among different AMH percentiles. However, in 

each AMH percentile BMI were found to be higher in 

women with IR than in women without IR. The median 

HOMA-IR values were the highest in women with BMI ≥ 

25 in both IR (+) and IR (-) groups. No significant 

difference was found among PCOS phenotypes in terms of 

HOMA-IR and BMI. Positive correlations were found 

between BMI, free testosterone and HOMA-IR. However, 

No correlation was found between AMH and HOMA-

IR.Thus concluding that the serum AMH levels among 

women with IR and without IR in PCOS were not 

significantly different. Also, we did not observe a correlation 

among serum AMH levels and IR in women with PCOS. IR 

was not correlated with different PCOS phenotypes either. 

We found a positive correlation between BMI and IR. IR 

should be investigated in women with PCOS having a BMI ≥ 

25, independent of their phenotype or AMH levels. 

On the contrary in another study conducted by  

Wiweko etal. [70], in a cross-sectional study implicating 

reproductive age women aged 18-35 years. Subjects were 

recruited consecutively at an Indonesian Hospital among 

2011 until 2014. PCOS women diagnosed using 2003 

Rotterdam criteria were categorized into four different PCOS 

phenotypes. Subsequently, serum level of AMH and HOMA-

IR was measured and evaluated with association tests done 

using SPSS 11.0 RESULTS: A total of 125 PCOS patients 

were included in a study conducted within a 3-year period. 

Phenotype 1 (anovulation, HA, and polycystic ovaries) 

demonstrated the greatest amounts of AMH and HOMA-IR, 

which decreases in accordance to severity level (p < 0.005). 

The positive association   between AMH and HOMA-IR 

persisted even after adjusting for BMI in multivariate 

analysis. There was a positive correlation between serum 

AMH and HOMA IR levels. Serum AMH and HOMA IR 

levels were significantly different across the four PCOS 

phenotypes; with the highest values were present with 

phenotype 1[70]. 

In another cross-sectional study utilizing a retrospective 

chart review of 128 patients aged 12-20 referred to an 

academic adolescent gynecology and endocrinology clinic 

for an evaluation of suspected PCOS. Unadjusted 

comparisons of AMH and 25(OH) D distributions among 

subjects with and without   PCOS were performed using the 

Wilcoxon Rank Sum test. Quantile regression was used to 

compare the median AMH and 25(OH) D among subject 

groups; adjusting for race, ethnicity, BMI, insurance type, 

age, and season when blood work was done.  Seventy-four 

subjects were classified as having PCOS by meeting ≥2 of the 

three Rotterdam diagnostic criteria, and 47 subjects met only 

one Rotterdam diagnostic criteria, and were utilized as the 

comparative non-PCOS group. There were statistically 

significant unadjusted variations in median levels of AMH 

and 25(OH)D. In the adjusted analyses, median AMH was 

significantly greater in the PCOS group compared to the non-

PCOS    group (+ 2.39 ng/mL, 95% CI 0.43, 4.35, p = 0.018);  
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25(OH)D was significantly lower in the PCOS group (- 

9.01 ng/mL, 95% CI -14.49, - 3.53 p = 0.001). In our 

sample, adolescents in both groups had insufficient 

25(OH)D level (22 ng/mL) and elevated BMI (32.2 

kg/m2).Thus concluding that   Adolescents with PCOS 

demonstrated high levels of AMH and low 25(OH)D 

levels. Since traditional clinical markers of PCOS may be 

physiologic in adolescents, AMH and 25(OH) D might get 

utilized as surrogate markers of PCOS risk in adolescents 

[71]. 

Still a lot of information has to be obtained to get 

insight  on the patho physiological   part  that  AMH 

plays  in PCOS.It is clear that the autocrine effect of 

escalated AMH within the GC’s is possibly the major 

factor  in the implication in folliculogenesis  as well 

as     an ovulatory condition. Nevertheless, the recent 

invention of its endocrine action of retro regulation on 

the hypothalamus as well as     the placenta has opened 

a lot of avenues for future research that has the 

chances of resulting in newer curative or even 

avoiding therapies. Like when we can acquire them 

antagonists of the  AMHR2 may  aid in reducing the 

LH as well as     follicle escalation  as well as     hence 

to enhance the chances of a DF emerging along with 

escalating the possibility of a pregnancy without 

requiring any kind of ovarian stimulation. 
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Figure 1 

 
Courtesy ref no-41-Interaction between androgens, FSH, 

AMH, and E2 during folliculogenesis. From Dewailly et 

al. (19), with permission. Relationships between 

androgens, FSH and AMH during the gonadotropin- 

independent follicular growth phase (green triangle) and 

between FSH, AMH and estradiol during the 

gonadotropin- dependent follicular growth phase (red 

triangle). “+,” “–,” or “?” indicate a positive, negative or 

uncertain effect, respectively, from one of the factors on 

the other. During the gonadotropin-independent follicular 

growth phase, the inhibitory effect of AMH mainly 

influences the promoting effect of FSH on follicular 

growth (arrow 2). According to our theory, FSH, whose 

receptors are enhanced by androgens (arrow 1), would 

stimulate the AMH production during this phase (arrow 2 

rev), in the absence of estradiol. A direct effect from 

androgens on AMH production (arrow 3) is unlikely (see 

text for details). During the gonadotropin-dependent 

follicular growth phase, AMH is also involved in a 

triangular relationship with FSH and estradiol. During this 

phase, the inhibitory effect of AMH influences mainly the 

cell differentiation functions induced by FSH (arrow 4), in 

particular the induction of aromatase (arrow 5). This 

inhibitory effect will gradually subside, which will allow 

induction of aromatase by FSH, with consequent synthesis 

of estradiol which will in turn accelerates the extinction of 

AMH secretion in large antral follicles (arrow 6). 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7509053/figure/F1/

